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Abstract-The small-signal charge transfer inefficiency (SCTI) c~f a surface-channel CCD has been studied.
The experimentally observed behavior of the SCTI could not be explained by the conventional imterface state model. Using the McWhorter model for the interface states, which assumes a distribution of the states in the oxide perpendicular to the interface, an excellent agreement between theory and experiment is obtained. Essentially, this is due to the fact that in the McWhorter model a spectrum of capture cross sectionsis associated with each energy level. No evidence for the edge effect has been found in devices wilh a channel width above 50 pm. T I. INTRODUCTION HE CHARGE transfer inefficiency (CTI) of surface-chmne1 CCD's has been the subject of many theoretical and experimental studies. After the pioneering work of Carlies and Kosonocky [ I ] , extensive studies about the influence of interface states on the CTI have been published by Tomps2tt [2] and Mohsen et aZ. [3] . In the latter two papers, it vras Manuscript received March 13, 1984; revisedMay 30,1984 . This work was part of a program of the Foundation for Fundamental Research on concluded that the CTI of a SCCD operated with a bias charge (fat zero) and with a sufficiently low clock frequency to avoid limited transfer time effects is caused mainly by interface states situated at the parallel edges of the channel.
This has been called edge effect [2] . By its very nature, the contribution of the edge effect to the CTI is inversely proportional to the channel width [3] .
Various aspects of the CTI theory as presented in [2] and [3] have been confirmed by experiments. Kosonocky and Carnes [4] showed that the CTI has a tendency to increase with decreasing channel width, while Broderson et aZ. [SI found that the charge loss in the central gate area can be eliminated completely by the use of a sufficiently large bias charge. Klar et al. [6] , however, could not clarify their experiments with the existing theory and they suggested that interface states in the perpendicular edge regions are mainly responsible for the CTI in CCD's with a large channel width. Only recently, Cheng and Viswanathan [7] presented data that could be described in terms of the theory as developed in [3]. However, the transfer time dependence of their model was not verified experimentally.
In all the experimental studies use was made of the so-called periodic pulse technique [SI, or [ 101 . The amplitude response of the CCD on a small sinusoidal input signal superimposed on the bias charge is measured in the frequency domain and the small-signal CTI (SCTI) can be determined accurately by curve fitting of the theoretical transfer function to the experimental data. This small-signal approach has been followed incidentally [5] , [8] , [lo] to verify the theoretical expression of the transfer function, but has not been used hitherto to study the SCTI.
For the SCTI, two parameters are important: the bias charge and the transfer time, that is the time available for charge transfer. Due to its small-signal nature, our approach is very apt to study the dependence of the SCTI on the 'bias charge, while the transfer time dependence can be investigated by using a pseudo one-phase clocking scheme, which allows one to vary the transfer time over a large range with a fixed clock frequency.
Experiments have been performed on different types of devices with channel widths ranging from 15 to 300 pm. Because no dependence of the SCTI on the channel width was found for channel widths larger than 50 pm, the SCTI originates from interface states in the central gate area, contrary to the predictions on the basis of the edge effect. However, from a numerical calculation of the SCTI due to interface states situated in the central gate region, a large disagreement between the calculated and the experimental SCTI followed. This discrepancy could be solved by applying the so- The organization of this paper is as follows: in Section I1 an expression for the SCTI is derived, using the McWhorter interface states model. This is followed in Section I11 by a description of the experimental procedure. In Section IV experimental results are given, in Section V a discussion of the results is presented, and finally, in Section VI, some conclusions are drawn.
THEORY OF THE SMALL-SIGNAL CHARGE TRANSFER INEFFICIENCY
In a SCCD, operated with a bias charge Qb, the CTI is a nonlinear function of the bias charge [5] . The SCTI, which expresses the CTI associated with a small modulation superimposed on Q b , is defined by [ 141 with Q,(t') the remaining charge below the gate after charge transfer during the time interval [0, t'] . The transfer time t' is explicitly incorporated in (l), because it is an independent parameter in the experimental setup that can be changed by adjusting the width of a transfer pulse (see Section 111). Q,(t') consists of mobile charge and charge captured in interface states, the former being described by the continuity-equation and the latter by the Shockley-Read-Hall (S-R-H) equation. Both equations represent a system of coupled differential equations that cannot be solved analytically. ' However, even from simplified calculations it is clear that for short transfer times t', Q r ( t ' ) is dominated by the remaining mobile charge, while .for long transfer times the captured charge becomes dominant. For the range of transfer times (400 ns-20 ps) that is used in this paper, it has been verified with the help of the charge control theory [ 151 that the amount of remaining mobile charge is negligible and, accordingly, Q,(t') may be identified as captured charge. Taking into account the influence of the gate length, the above-mentioned range is in agreement with the findings in [ 11 - [4] . Also experimentally, we have observed for devices with gate lengths L = 20 pm an increase in € (eb, t ' ) for transfer times <400 ns, which could be attributed to iwomplete transfer of mobile charge.
Using the McWhorter interface state model, the depth into the oxide to which charges are captured depends on the amount of stored charge. This is visualized by the capture line, which will be explained later on. As a consequence; the modulation superimposed on Qb modulates the position of the capture line as well. This process indicates, that more charges are captured from a larger charge packet, which contributes to the SCTI. However, not all captured charge in such an incremental oxide volume is relevant. For the SCTI, only that captured charge is relevant which is emitted into the next charge packet within the clock period T, following the charge transfer. By definition, this charge is given b y the difference of the occupation function [ 161 at times t ' and t ' t T,.
Another contribution to the SCTI may be expected from the variation in the amount of charge that remains captured in those states in the oxide that are able to capture charge every clock period. This amount is determined by the occupation function at t'. However, as e(Qb, t') is defined as the derivative of Q r ( t ' ) with respect to Qb, the zero level of QY(t') can be chosen arbitrarily. From the occupation function during the emission process, which will be derived later on, it is clear that the interface states occupancy at time t' + T, is practically independent of Q b ; hence, it may be subtracted in the definition of Qr(t'). The above discussion is summarized in the following definition of Q Y ( t ' ) :
where 4 is the unit charge, A(Qb) the area covered by the bias charge, d is the oxide thickness and
is the volume concentration of interface states at energy E and distance x from the Si-Si02 interface in the oxide. A(&) is a function of the bias charge due to the finite slopes of the poten-tial well that contains Qb [7] , [ 1 7 ] . The position-dependent occupation function g(E, t, x ) at times t = t ' and at t = t' t T, follows from the S-R-H equation, with appropriate boundary conditions. The reasoning which led to the definition of (&(t') expresses a signal size effect. Although the underlying physical mechanism is completely different, it resembles the well-known edge effect [ 2 ] , [3] : for larger charge packets, the capture of charge carriers occurs in a larger SiOz volume.
Calculating e(Qb, t') from Q,.(t') as defined in (2) yields two separate terms: a term expressing the contribution of the edge regions proportional to dA(Qb)/dQb, and a term pioportional to A(Qb) describing the influence of interface stat.es in the central gate region
Using the occupation function g(E, t, x ) which will be d.e rived later, both terms of this equation can be evaluated, provided dA(Qb)/dQb and Do, (E, x ) are known.
The edge term (the first right-hand term in (3)) comprises two separate contributions originating from interface !;tates situated at the parallel and perpendicular edges [ 3 ] . As will be discussed in Section V, we did not observe a contribution of the perpendicular edge term to €(eb, t') and, consequtmntly, only the parallel edge term, to be referred to as "edge term" in the following, will be considered.
In ( n,(t) the volume density of mobile charge carriers, N, the effective density of states in the conduction band, and k T the thermal voltage. E is the energy distance from the conduction band. In ( 9 , the first term on the right-hand side describes the capture of mobile charge carriers, while the second term accounts for the emission process. As the actual trap density Do, (E, x ) and capture cross section u, (E) are not known, a uniform trap density Do, (eV-' -~r n -~) will be assumed, as well as a constant capture cross section u, at the interface. Solutions of (5) corresponding to the storage and the transfer mode in a CCD will be investigated now.
First, the storage mode will be considered. Assume all traps to be empty for t < 0, and assume a mobile charge density n, to be present below the gate for t > 0. The solution of (5) is then given by
where the subscript "c" denotes that capture is relevant here. In (6) and T,(E, x) = [u, uth e [n, t N,
F(E, n,) is a Fermi-Dirac function with an associated quasi-
Because F(E, n,) is a steep function of energy and F(EQ, n,) = 0.5, the quasi-Fermi level EQ can be considered as a separation between states that eventually capture an electron and those that remain empty. From (8), it is seen that the capture time constant T,(E, x ) depends exponentially on x. Furthermore, this time constant enters the exponential factor in (6). Conse- 
The capture process can now be visualized as shown in Fig. 1 . The traps are uniformly distributed and indicated by open or black dots, corresponding to empty or filled states, respectively. As the capture continues, the capture line x,(t) moves to the left. Because the charge is stored during half a clock period, at the end of the storage mode, the full traps obey x x, (T,/2) and E > E p .
( 1 1)
Note from (9) and (10) that both EQ and x,(T,/2) depend on the bias charge carrier density n,. The emission process can be treated in a similar way. Assuming an ideal transfer of mobile charge (that is n, = 0 for t > 0 )
at t = 0 and taking the start condition for the trap occupation to correspond with g,(E, TJ2, x), it follows from ( 5 )
where the subscript "e" denotes the emission process. In (12) the quantities x/xo and E/kT play the same role: both enter the expression in a double exponential way. Hence, they discriminate between filled and empty states, which may be visualized by the emission line x e ( t , E ) [ 191 . The emission line follows from solving ge(E, t , x ) = 0.5, with g,(E, T,/2, x) = 1 and is given by the collection of points, obeying
Taking into account the initial occupation, the traps that remain occupied by an electron after emission during the time interval [0, t ' ] are characterized by x x,(T,/2) E > E Q and In Fig. 2 the emission process is indicated schematically. The area between the emission lines xe(t', E ) , x e ( t ' t T , , E ) and the lines E = E Q , x = 0, and x = x,(Tc/2) is a measure for the number of the traps that emit their charge in the time interval however, by means of numerical calculations, that all the expressions are fairly good approximations, proving that the very steep transitions in the double exponential functions in (6) and (12) indeed allow the step function approximation.
Having discussed the behavior of the occupation function, we will now return to the calculation of e@,, t ' ) . Using (9), (lo), and (13), the above-mentioned area, and hence Qr(t'), can be calculated. In order to obtain the derivative with respect to Qb, a relation between Qb and n, is required. Here a linear relationship is used, which is certainly correct for small surface charge density as follows from [ 2 0 ] . It is now a straightforward matter to calculate €(eb, t ' ) This is our final result: it expresses the SCTI due to interface states situated in the central gate area and represented by the McWhorter interface states model. It predicts a logarithmic dependence of E(&, t ' ) with increasing transfer time t ' and an inversely proportional dependence on the bias charge density Qb/A(Qb).
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
In this section, a general description of the devices and the clocking scheme is given followed by a discussion of the experimental setup for measurement of the transfer function and the procedure to extract €(eb, t ' ) from these data.
In Fig. 3 , a hybrid picture of a CCD cross section in the direction of charge transfer together with the surface potential is given. A fill-and-spill input was used, and an on-chip source follower was implemented at the output. The bias charge Qb and the modulation are realized by the voltages Vb and vi,-,, respectively. The modulation was small, corresponding to a surface charge density modulation less than 5 X l o 9 cm-'. The bias charge was varied over a range corresponding from lolo to 3 X 10l1 cm-2, The clocking scheme is indicated in Fig. 4 . The transfer ,gates &., and @ t p , control the charge t') accurately. The SCTI found in this way represents an average value of the SCTI's associated with the transfers from Qst, to Gst, and from to . However, a chanE;e in the transfer time t' affects only the transfer from Gst, I to #st, 2 . Hence, it is possible to calculate the SCTI associated with the latter transfer from the change in the average valu :.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS Experiments have been performed on three different Pipes of devices, indicated by RGCCD, DCCD, and WCCD. The devices were n-channel SCCD's, grown on (100) Si, with a substrate doping Na = 8 X 1014 ~m -~, fabricated in an overlapping two-level polysilicon process. Gate oxide thickness was 1000 8. A single CCD delay line was implemented on the RGCCD chips, while on the DCCD-and WCCD-chips, two and three delay lines, respectively, were implemented, which differ in channel width but are identical in all other aspects. Parameters concerning the geometry of these devices are listed in Table I . As expected to be, the quality and nature of the Si/Si02 transition region are sensitive to the oxidation and annealing steps, and these will be described in some detail. For the RGCCD, the oxides were grown at 1 15OoC in dry O2 with subsequent downramping with 25'C/min in N2. The second polysilicon layer was oxidized at 1O5O0C for 30 min in dry 0 2 , followed by 30 min at 1000°C in N2. Flowglass was deposited and kept for 40 min at llOO°C. An anneal step at 5OO0C in wet N2 for 30 min before metallization completed the process. The DCCD devices were manufactured in approximately the same process. Here, the second gate oxide was grown at 105OOC. For the WCCD devices, ion implantation was used to define the active area and source and drain; hence, less high-temperature steps were necessary. Here, both oxides were grown at 1050°C in dry O2 with subsequent downramping in N2. Implantation of source and drain was followed by a 60-min 1000°C anneal in N2, and oxidation of the second polysilicon layer at 1050°C for 30 min in dry 0 2 . The same anneal step before metallization as in the RGCCD process was used.
Now experimental data are presented in order to verify the theory developed in Section IT. First, in Fig. 6 the dependence on the transfer time is illustrated by means of a plot of €(eb, t ' ) versus ln(t'/(t' + T,)), with the bias charge density as a parameter. The solid lines, calculated according to (15), describe the experimental points well. For transfer times t' < 400 ns (that is t'/(t' f T,) < 0.01) a larger deb, t ' ) is found than expected on basis of (15). This indicates the onset of the incomplete transfer of mobile charge due to the relatively long gate length (20 pm). In the WCCD and DCCD devices, the incomplete transfer of mobile charge becomes only manifest for t' < 100 ns. It was verified that the ln(t'/(t' + T,)) dependence holds for different clock periods T,.
To validate the dependence on the bias charge density as predicted by (15), the slope of €(eb, t') with respect to ln(t'/ (t' f T,)) was determined as a function of the bias charge. This was done by means of linear regression using values of €(eb, t ' ) measured for different transfer times. This procedure was applied to data obtained from the RGCCD devices with clock frequency F, = 25 kHz and for the WCCD devices with F, = 100 kHz. In Fig. 7 ality with respect to the bias charge density is present indeed. The quantity x. Do, can be determined from the data in Fig. 7 and was found to be 4.3 X lo9 eV-' cm-2 for the WCCD series and 1.6 X lo9 eV-' . cm-2 for the RGCCD series.
In Fig. 8 , €(eb, t ' ) is plotted similarly as in Fig. 6 for the WCCD devices with channel widths W=: 50, 150, and 300 pm. Each triplet of lines corresponds to the same bias charge density and within a triplet each line corresponds to a different W.
The small differences in €(eb, t') within each triplet are due to minor differences in the operational conditions of the devices and are not significant. The data in this figure show that for these channel widths €(eb, t ' ) does not depend on W , which proves that the edge effect is not important here. It may be anticipated, however, that a contribution of traps in the edge region will become more pronounced for devices with a small W . This was verified by means of the CCD's with widely differing channel widths that were implemented on the DCCD devices. The transfer time dependence of the edge term, as expressed in (3), can be calculated from numerical integration, and was found to obey approximately the same logarithmic law as the central gate term. (3) with Dit the density of interface states (eV-' 3 cm-') and the subscript "con" to denote the conventional interface state model. The occupation function f(E, t ) was computed .F.om the numerical solution of the S-R-H equation taking :nto account the effect of decrease of mobile charge, which was modeled according to [ 151 . econ ( Q b , t ' ) can now be c,>m-puted as a function of the transfer time. In Fig. 10 the results of this procedure are shown together with a typical set of ex ?erimental data. The dotted curve was calculated using LP,, = 2 X lolo eV-l * cm-' and u, = 2 X lo-'' cm-', obtained from charge pumping measurements [21] on an on-chip lest MOST, while the solid curve was computed using Dit = 2 X IO1' eV-' . cm-*. Neither the transfer time dependence nor the magnitude of the calculated SCTI is in accordance with the experimental points. Note that the calculated S1::TI approaches zero for long transfer times. It has been verilied that this conclusion holds for all reasonable choices of the capture cross section and other relevant parameters used in the numerical calculation. The model presented by Klar et al.
[6] predicts a major contribution to f ( Q b , t ' ) of interface states situated at the perpendicular edge with a magnitude proportional to A L / L , where A L is the "length" of the perpendicular edge region. Now A L is determined by the slope of the potential well, which in turn is determined by the fringing fields near the overlap between storage gate and adjacent transfer gates. Varying the base-line voltages of Gtr, and q5tv,z, respectively, (see From the above it follows that if the conventional interface state model would apply, the nonvanishing contribution of states in the parallel edge region should be dominant for long transfer times. Furthermore, it can be shown that this edge effect yields the same transfer time dependence for the SCTI, as was calculated in (15) for the SCTI due to the McWhorter model interface states in the central gate area. The reason for this similarity was already mentioned: the SCTI in both models is due to a signal size effect and contributing interface states act similarly in both models. This clarifies why the experimentally observed transfer time dependence in the SCTI [22] has been falsely explained in the past by the edge effect, on the basis of the conventional interface state model.
However, experiments on several devices with different channel widths did not reveal a proportionality with the inverse channel width, as could be expected in case of a dominant edge effect. Therefore, we have to recant our conclusions stated in [22] , where the edge effect was supposed to be responsible for the observed SCTI. We note that our resistive gate experiments in [22] A further argument in favor of this model was found by a comparison of the quantity xoDox as determined from our measurements with the magnitude of the l/f noise of on-chip MOS transistors. This was done for devices on the RGCCD, WCCD, and DCCD chips, with xoDox equal to 1.6 X lo9 eV-' cm-2, 4.3 X lo9 eV-' . cm-', and 2.3 X 10" eV-' .
respectively. It turned out that the magnitude of the l/f noise is in close agreement with the predictions based on our determination of xoDox. Details of this work will be published elsewhere [23] .
The McWhorter model, or a closely related model [24] , has been proposed as an explanation for a number of experiments: l/f noise [ 121 , [24] and transfer conductance [25] in MOS transistors, conductance measurements [26] - [28] , and recently CC-DLTS measurements [ 191 on MOS capacitors. In relation to conductance measurements, it is known as the Preier model [26] . About the validity of the McWhorter description of interface states, however, no consensus exists [13] , [29] .
The essential feature of the McWhorter model is the spectrum of capture cross sections associated with each energy level. Usually, a distribution of traps in the oxide is considered to be the origin, but any other physical mechanism leading to a spectrum of capture cross sections could serve as an explanation as well.
Thus far, experimental evidence concerning the incomplete charge transfer in SCCD's has been obtained solely by the periodic pulse technique as proposed by Broderson [5] or variations thereof [30] . Crucial in this technique is the measurement of the charge loss in the first "ONE" after a number of "ZERO'S'' has been transferred, as a function of the size of the "ONE" with the magnitude of the "ZERO" as a parameter. According to Broderson et al. [5] , the resulting charge loss can be explained by the so-called proportional loss and fixed loss, ascribed to the action of interface states situated at the parallel edges and the central gate area, respectively. However, we found [31] that the results of the periodic pulse technique in the presence of a bias charge can be quantitatively understood according to the presented model by considering the incremental oxide volume in which charges are captured. This might indicate that the concepts of fixed and proportional loss are not adequate to describe the charge loss in CCD's. It is not clear to what extent these findings affect the results obtained by Kriegler et al. [30] . On the one hand, the concept of fixed loss is essential in their experiments; on the other hand, the fixed loss is determined in the absence of bias charge. However, we emphasize that a unique capture cross section at each energy level, as was found by Kriegler et al. [30] , is not sufficient to explain the experimentally observed SCTI.
VI. CONCLUSION
The measurement of the transfer function of CCD's yields very accurate results about the small-signal charge transfer inefficiency. The behavior of the SCTI as a function of the transfer time and bias charge and its very weak dependence on the channel width cannot be understood on the basis of the conventional interface state model. It turns out that the McWhorter model, assuming a uniform distribution of states in the S i 0 2 , perpendicular to the interface provides a complete description of the experimentally observed SCTI. The quantity x,, Do,, denoting the penetration depth times the volume density of interface states, determines the SCTI completely.
